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Basic Ideas 
�  Tree can do both regression and classification. 

�  It stratifies or segments predictor space into a few 
simple regions 
�  Splitting rules can be summarized in a tree, “decision 

tree” 

�  Prediction of  a new X is based on the mean/mode 
of  training observations to which this new X 
belongs to. 

�  Prediction accuracy may be off; but could be 
improved greatly by bagging, random forest. 



Regression Tree 

�  Example: use baseball players’ service years and hits to 
predict their salaries. 

�  Easier to interpret and has a nice graphical representation. 



Rough ideas to build a 
regression tree 

�  1. We decide predictor space into J distinct and 
non-overlapping regions R1, R2, …, RJ (in fact high-
dimensional boxes) 
�  Uses a greedy approach to find boxes (recursive 

binary splitting) that minimizes RSS. 

�  Tree pruning (subtree, see Algorithm 8.1) reduces 
overfitting and leads to better test set prediction. 

�  2. For a new observation, if  it falls into the region 
Rj, we make its predictor as the mean of  the 
response values for the training observations in Rj. 



 Classification Tree 
�  Instead of  quantitative Y, it is qualitative. 

�  Instead of  minimizing RSS, the target is Gini index 
or cross-entropy. Both are measures of  node purity; 
the smaller, the pure. 

�  Example, predict heart disease (Y/N). 



Tree vs. Linear Model 

�  Top: linear 
decision 
boundary; 

�  Bottom: non-
linear 
decision 
boundary 



Summary 
�  Pro: easy to explain, handle qualitative predictors 

without needing to create dummy variables. 

�  Con: lower predictive accuracy than regression/
other classification seen before; not robust to data 
heterogeneity (high-variance). 

�  However, aggregating trees, by bagging, random 
forests and boosting, will greatly improve predictive 
performances. 



Bagging 
�  Bagging, also called Bootstrap aggregation, is a procedure to 

reduce variance of  a statistical learning method (such as 
tree). 
�  Generate B BS training datasets, train method in each dataset 

and finally average all the predictions 

�  Test error of  a bagged model is measured by the “Out-of-Bag” 
error.  

�  Better accuracy, but reduced interpretability (not a single tree, 
no graphical view) 

�  Variable Importance Measures: a summary of  importance of  
each predictor, in terms of  decrease in RSS/Gini at splits of  a 
given predictor 





Random Forests 
�  Random forests improve bagged trees by decorrelating 

the trees. 
�  In each Bootstrapped dataset, a random sample of  m 

predictors is chosen as split candidates, out of  the full set 
of  p predictors. 

�  Highly correlated trees are produced particularly when  
�  1) there is a very strong predictor that will always be the 

top split;  

�  2) a large number of  predictors are correlated 

�  Averaging highly correlated quantities does not lead to as 
large of  a reduction in variance as averaging many 
uncorrelated quantities. 

�  random forest becomes bagging, when m = p. 

�  Typically, m = sqrt(p); select small m in presence of  many 
correlated predictors. 





Boosting 
�  Boosting is a general approach to improve statistical learning 

models in predictions. 

�  Under boosting, trees are grown sequentially: 
�  No Bootstrap 
�  Each tree is grown using information from previously grown 

trees 

�  Three tuning parameters: 
�  B: number of  trees (chosen by CV) 
�  Lambda: shrinkage, a small positive number, rate of  growth 
�  d: depth, number of  splits in each tree (usually d = 1 works 

well, meaning a single split) 

�  See Algorithm 8.2 for more 

 







An example 
�  AMD data:  

�  status (1 for event, 0 for no-event) 

�  Covariates: 5000 SNPs, Enrollment age, Baseline 
severity, smoke, education, treatment 

�  Number of  trees:  
�  m = 70 
�  Training dataset: randomly select 2/3 original data 






